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Year 12 Focus
Your Year 12 project will be on the theme of ‘Materials’.

You will explore a whole array of different techniques:

Painting

Drawing

Printmaking

3D techniques including clay

Essay writing (structure)

You will explore different artists and develop your own work/outcomes

You will expected to keep these recorded in a sketchbook using annotations to document processes and ideas 
as the work progresses.

There will be the opportunity to visit 2 exhibitions over the year – 1 before Xmas dependent on what is on –
this feed into your work and an essay; Royal Academy Summer Exhibition – feed into your Personal 
Investigation (which will start when Exam Leave ends – beginning of June)

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/art-and-design/as-and-a-level/art-and-design

Follow this link to download and read the specification

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/art-and-design/as-and-a-level/art-and-design


What equipment will you need for starting 
the course
A3 Hardback Sketchbook (150gsm paper) – Pink Pig is particularly good

https://www.the-pink-pig.co.uk/pages/student-16-26-and-apprentice-discount

Drawing pencil selection (HB, B, 2B, 4B, 6B)

Rubbers (selection)

Pencil sharpener

Fine line pens

Biros

Highlighter selection

Lined notebook (for recording notes/verbal feedback/deadline etc)

A4 ring binder and dividers (you will be required to keep handouts/feedback organised and 
ready to be seen)

https://www.the-pink-pig.co.uk/pages/student-16-26-and-apprentice-discount


Summer Task - Direct Observational Drawing Focus

1: You will need to set up a still life (slides are available on how to do this)

2: You will need to photograph the still life from a range of different 
viewpoints/angles as well as zoomed in sections.

3: You will complete 1 sustained direct observational drawing (drawing from 
in front of the still life)

(this should equate to a minimum of 10 hours)

4: A series of small studies using pencil or pen

5: A series of studies using different paper surfaces and different drawing 
materials.

The PowerPoint supports these tasks.  There is voice over and visuals to 
support.



Still Life in Art (definition) – typically a painting or drawing of an 
arrangement of objects, typically including fruit and flowers 
and objects contrasting with these in texture, such as bowls 
and glassware.

Still life is a great way for artists to observe and challenge 
themselves.  It is an artform that has been practised for 
centuries.  On occasions the work can be created to create 
symbols and send messages to the viewer.



Setting up the Still Life
Task 1



Setting up the ‘still life’ – get organised!!

You will need:

1: A place to set up the still life for some time:  a chair is great as you have 
the back of it to drape cloth

2: Small boxes/bowls to create height under the cloth

3: Objects:  I suggest nothing that will perish (i.e. fruit or veg) but plants are 
good.

Bottles, objects that have reflective surfaces (glass/metallic objects)

Shells/stones/pine cones

Cutlery

Jewellery, ornaments



Here are some examples of ‘still life’ set ups.



Setting up – here are some of my examples to show you how to go about 
it after you have gathered some objects.

First drape the 
cloth on the 
chair – make 
sure you create 
some really 
lovely folds –
don’t have it 
flat as it will 
lack interest.  
These folds will 
help you as you 
draw too as 
they will give 
you markers 
where to place 
objects as you 
draw.

Boxes or small up turned bowls can go 
under the cloth to create height – mould 
the cloth around the object to give some 
form and then use this as a mini platform to 
place objects and also lean some items 
against it as I have 



Then start to arrange your objects – here are photos of mine as it develops to show 
you.  You can change bits around as you go.  Take your time – it is worth doing 
properly



My finished still life set up…..



Taking Photographs of the 
Still Life - recording

Task 2



Now record the still life – different angles, zoomed in – this will be for later 
lessons to help you explore sections and develop your portfolios



Drawing the Still Life – a 
sustained drawing

Task 3 



When you have completed setting up the still life you are going to create a sustained 
drawing of it.  You will need to sit in front of it.  This is why you will need to have it set 
up for a while.

I did my piece in quite a few sittings.

Every time you go back to draw from it make sure you are in the same position.

This will need to be done on good quality A3 cartridge paper.

Use an HB pencil to initially do the sketch.

Draw very lightly.

Don’t think about what you are drawing – look at the shapes and how each shape 
connects onto the other – you do this and your drawing will improve greatly – this is 
using the right hand side of your brain which is what you need to exercise to help you 
improve.
https://www.amazon.co.uk/New-Drawing-Right-Side-Brain/dp/0007116454

Start at one point and everything should attach from there.  This is why the folds of the 
cloth are really important – they can help you lead from one part of the drawing to 
another.

SPEND MORE TIME LOOKING AT THE STILL LIFE THAN YOUR DRAWING.

https://www.amazon.co.uk/New-Drawing-Right-Side-Brain/dp/0007116454


When you start to add tone you need to look 
at colours of the still life.

Your darkest colours equate to your darkest 
tones;

Your lightest colours equate to you lightest 
tones.

Build your darkest tones up by layering the 
tone; don’t just press hard and create grooves 
in your paper.

Think about the direction you are shading.  If 
something is circular, shade in a curved 
direction.

Look at where light is shining – either don’t 
add tone there or you can always use a sharp 
edged rubber.

Focus on one part – look at what is happening 
around the edges of each object in terms of 
tone.









Ok, this is where I am up to.  I think I have spend 
about 7 hours so far dipping in; put some music on 
and enjoy the process.

As I have said, move around the still life – if you 
are finding a bit too hard, go to another part –
eventually when you go back to that bit you may 
find it starts to make more sense.

Just don’t rush it!  Enjoy it and keep looking at the 
still life.



Exploring sections of the still 
life
Task 4



Use photographs of the still life to work from.

A great way to work is to use masking tape and mask off 
sections of paper to work on.

You can peel the masking tape off afterwards to show crisp 
edges.

Zoom into sections of the photographs and scrutinise sections.  
Look at textures, shadows.

Use biro or pen for these.

They don’t have to be large studies;  5cm x 5cm is large enough.

You will need of complete a minimum of 6 studies.



Experimenting with different 
surfaces to draw onto – use 

photographs of the still life to 
work from

Task 5



Artist use different surfaces to work on as well 
as plain paper.
Create a surface to work on – apply scraps of 
paper to a surface (newspaper, magazine 
paper, old book, parcel paper, lined paper, 
baking parchment etc); you can scan papers 
and work with a tablet if you prefer.

Produce 2 studies in any material of your 
choice.

Use your still life photographs to work from.

Notice how the materials work on the different 
surfaces.



On beginning Year 12 Art at Goffs – you will need to 
bring with you to your first Art lesson:

1: All your equipment (including your sketchbook)

2: Your photographs (best placed onto a USB – you will have access to 
colour printing facilities to print these for your sketchbook)

3: Your sustained direct observational drawing (drawing from in front of 
the still life)

4: A series of small studies (6 minimum) using pencil or pen

5: A series of studies (minimum of 2) using different paper surfaces and 
different drawing materials.

We look forward to welcoming you in September.  Have a lovely 
Summer and stay safe!


